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1. Ask 8 volunteers to come forward.  Give each a “role card” (A-H) representing a 

character in the Olweus Bullying Circle.   Help volunteers form a half circle in 

alphabetical order (A-G on their cards, see above) facing the audience, with the 

Bullied character (H) seated in the center. (This exercise is for use with 
adults.) 
 

2.  Set up: “Here, a student is being bullied about the clothes he/she is wearing.   

We must be careful in how we select others to portray each of these roles.  

Playing the role of the bullied person, even as an adult, can feel bad as others 

make negative remarks about them.  As a facilitator, support this character with 

sensitivity!  Notice how other players respond to this person.”   
 

3. Ask volunteers to use/read the scripts on their cards to describe their 

character:  who they are (what role they played), what they did/said in the 

bullying situation, & how they feel about it.  (Players may “ad lib” but ask them 

not to deny their involvement—which often happens in real life). 

 Start with the Student Who is Bullied (H).  Example: “Susan, tell us who you 

are, & what happened?”  “What was this bullying experience like for you?”  

(Note: You might then say something supportive like: “I’m sorry this has 

happened to you!”)  

 Then move to the Student Who Bullies Others (A). Ask: “What did you do?  

What do you think of (the person you bullied)?” 

 Continue B-G.  You may ask the Followers (B) & Supporters (C) what they 

think of the Student Who Bullies (A).  They often say they admire him/her. 
 

4.  After each character has spoken, tell the group that the OBPP is designed to 

shift attitudes, so that students who join the bullying may stop, the students  
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who like the bullying may reconsider & begin to dislike it, the Disengaged 

Onlookers (E) may feel more empowered to join the Defenders (G), & so on. 
 

5. Ask the audience to think of a typical child (or themselves at school-age) and 

what role they might play in an incident like this.  Ask them to join the Circle, 

standing with the person whose role characterizes how that student would 

respond.  While participants will often join each role, many will join the E-G side 

of the circle.  This portrays a more true representation of the prevalence of the 

different roles in bullying situations.  Participants are often surprised to see the 

how dramatically the power balance shifts as more people are now in roles that 

do NOT support bullying!  
 

6. Ask participants to respond: “How does this ‘visual’ of student roles relate to 

good bullying prevention practices?” 

 to move student behavior along this continuum.  

 to change attitudes and the overall climate to create a new culture that 

values respect & fair treatment for everyone, where bullying is not “cool” 

but supporting vulnerable peers IS. 

 to encourage students so they are less inclined to act with aggression.  

 to assist students who bully/support bullying to develop empathy and  

positive social behaviors. 

 to help students in the various bystander roles practice supportive 

responses and receive positive encouragement and social support to step in. 

 to motivate adults and peers to support vulnerable students.   

Emphasize that the intent is NOT to ostracize students who bully.  
 

7.   Offer applause and prizes to volunteers, if you like!   Return to seats. 
 

8.  Small Group Discussion: (Write questions on chart paper for them to refer to.) 

a. Where are most children along this continuum in your school?  Are these 

roles static? 

b. What keeps more children from being defenders? 

c. What are the characteristics of defenders? 

d. How do adults usually respond to children in positions B, C, D, E & F? 

e. How might you use this activity at the all-staff training or with students? 

 
NOTE:  Refer to a parallel class meeting activity for STUDENTS: Bullying Circle Exercise 

(Teacher Guide CD:  Chap 6, Document 18). 


